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Première Vision New York: 
a reliable value for the US market

The show has gathered 213 International exhibitors and 2840 visitors last July 16th and 17th, 2019. 
In addition to the offer, the vast program of seminars and Smart talks have been very successful.

Creating the fashion stories

The trend area dived the fashion professionals into the Fall Winter 20-21 season. They discovered the 
most relevant samples of the exhibitors’ newest collections: jacquards with undulating reliefs, silkies with 
intoxicating reflections, guipure with a watery shine, lace with spiky flowers and foliage, fake furs with 
mysterious movements. 

Giving the stage to sustainable voices

In addition to the offer of eco-friendly products displayed on the Forum, sustainability topics were discussed 
during the Smart Talks which has become an essential moment during the show for several years now.
During the 2 days many exceptional speakers joined on stage Giusy Bettoni, Première Vision Smart creation 
consultant, curator and moderator of the talks. Visitors had the possibility of discovering the CFDA’s 
sustainability resource hub presented by Domenica Leibowitz (creative consultant) and Johanna Sapicas 
(CFDA), and of discussing sustainability values with Cara Smyth (Glasgow Caledonian New York College), 
Angela Luna (ADIFF), Lucy Jones (FFORA), Isaac Nichelson (Circular Systems SPC) and Devon Leahy from 
Ralph Lauren.

Suporting made in Usa

13 companies participated in this edition of the show. Selected by CFDA, they are part of the Fashion 
Manufacturing Initiative (FMI) and are the perfect illustration of the potential of New York City and Greater 
Los Angeles-based companies to offer quality local manufacturing solutions. “The Made in USA manufacturing 
showcase at Premiere Vision continues to create avenues of client growth for the participating companies 
and gives a new level of discovery for designer attendees,” said Cal McNeil, Program Manager of the CFDA. 
“Premiere Vision has become an invaluable destination for relationship building opportunities.” 
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New options: PV online sourcing

Première Vision opened the Marketplace for the US market during the New York show. From now on, US 
buyers will be able to continue their sourcing experience with PV exhibitors all year long.
Launched in September 2018, the Première Vision Marketplace is open to weavers and tanners from the 
Première Vision shows, as well as to weavers from the Denim Première Vision show. A total of 985 shops are 
online. Next September, the B-to-B platform will welcome makers of fashion accessories and trims. 

Looking to the future: a sustainable fashion show

Established in the United States in 2000 Première Vision New York which offer materials and services - fabrics, 
designs, leather, accessories, manufacturing - for the creative fashion markets, takes a new orientation. 
Based on the core goals of Première Vision, the show will be built around 3 PV fundamental pillars: creativity, 
innovation and sustainability. In addition to the creative offer, a larger and stronger selection of sustainable 
companies will be brought to the show. Those companies will be carefully chosen by Première Vision 
according to our PV Smart Creation criteria.
This new concept will be launched at the next show, on January 21 and 22, 2020 at a new venue: Center415 
on 5th avenue, corner of 38th Street.
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